Train trips in Scandinavia

Copenhagen – Stockholm – Oslo in 5 days

Three remarkable capitals. Modern cities that collectively offer an enormous wealth of design and architecture, fashion, royalty, palaces and fascinating historical features. A trip everyone will enjoy.

Day 1 to 2: Copenhagen – The Design City
Come and meet a jovial and convivial city full of alleys lined with cosy old houses. That having been said, Copenhagen is also a modern city permeated by design in all forms and boasting lively cafés and restaurants.
Sights worth seeing include the classic amusement park, Tivoli, and the world-famous and popular "The Little Mermaid" statue. And remember to sample the very essence of all things Danish – the Danish open sandwich!

Day 2 to 3: Stockholm – The Capital of Scandinavia
Stockholm is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Built on fourteen islands, it’s a city of contrasts and often perceived by visitors as being quite unique. It’s an international metropolis, modern and trendy, yet bursting with culture, traditions and a history that stretches back an entire millennium.
Few cities can compete with Stockholm’s ability to offer a taste of modern urban life, historical culture and wonderful countryside – all in one and the same day.

Day 4 to 5: Oslo – By a fjord
The capital of Norway, one of the richest cities in Europe, is located right on the edge of a fjord. Trendy restaurants nestle alongside historical buildings. The mighty Vigeland Sculpture Park, the wonderful view from the Holmenkollen ski jump and the new, architectonical Oslo Opera House are all well worth a visit while you’re in this beautiful city.

How to get there
Copenhagen – Stockholm: Five daily high-speed trains. Travel time is approximately 5 hours.
Stockholm – Oslo: Five daily high-speed trains. Travel time is approximately 5 hours.
Please visit www.sj.se for an exact timetable.

Book a trip
For groups of more than 10 travellers, please contact SJ Group booking on +46 771 75 75 75.
For smaller groups or individual bookings, please visit www.sj.se or download our app (SJ).
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